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Our global future is set to bring vast new challenges. With long-term

conflicts exacerbated by climate change, agencies such as the UN and

Norwegian Refugee Council predict that there could be up to 1 billion

climate-driven migrants by 2050.

 

Over the coming decades, our societies will have to adapt to prepare and

respond to these new communities. National borders will face increasing

pressure - both in real terms and in sociological debate. Questions that

now invite theories will become events requiring action. 

 

A great transition is underway in the way democracies and communities

function. This is challenging the present social norms on every level: from

the family unit to the massive multilateral bodies that take decisions on a

planetary scale.

 

It is a transition that invites bold thinking, vigorous work and assertive

optimism. And it is a transition in which we will play a part. 

 

Over the past 6 months, in our own small way, Action for Education has

been undergoing its own, internal transition. Not a Great Transition but

one that is nevertheless fundamental to the growth of our organisation

and for the several thousand people with whom we work each year. 

 

This transition has seen us grow from a project to an organisation. It has

demanded new internal processes, new methods of communication, and

a clearer vision for who we are now, and who we want to be in the future. 

 

Now with 6 centres in 3 locations, we recognise more than ever before that

the impact of our work is critical. Over 400 refugees and asylum seekers

access our centres every day, receiving high-quality education and

psychosocial support. 

 

But to continue our work and offer the security and sustainability our

beneficiaries deserve, we also need to be highly critical of our operations.

We're making changes that will build our long-term capacity. 

 

So now is the time to stand with us, as we learn, grow, invest and act for a

stronger future.

WORKING TO THE FUTURE
Introduction to the report



SITUATION ON THE ISLANDS

On Chios, the adverse effects of the season have been compounded by

the shocking absence of a regular bus service from the camp of Vial into

the town. After initial plans from UNHCR to hand over transportation to

the Municipality failed, following lobbying from local taxi and transport

companies, all services were suspended. This act has added to the sense

of imprisonment and detention felt by those residing in the camp on

the island. In such a context, AFE’s bus service has been one of the few

NGO-run services offering relief and an escape.

 

In more positive news from Chios, there is the continued expansion of

governmental education which, with the combined efforts and

advocacy of NGOs, has enabled a number of minors, included

unaccompanied and separated children, to now access local schools.

AFE is campaigning to expand this programme and ensure all minors

can attend formal schooling.

 

 

 

 

On Samos, the population in the camp has not only remained

numerically stable, but in population too. With very few transfers, and

severely delayed asylum interviews, thousands of asylum seekers face

long-term waits on the island. Many interviews are not scheduled until

2021. The prospect of waiting here a further two years is mentally

ruinous, but with little advocacy available, the best most can do is

simply wait.

 

Meanwhile, summer has led to increasing shortages in water, with most

taps in the camp unsafe for drinking. Despite the efforts of health

organisations, effective solutions have not yet been achieved. 

 

For children, June has seen the end of the Greek school term, but whilst

a holiday for most, asylum seeking children are left short of activities,

facing long days of unstructured time in terrible conditions.
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CHIOS

SAMOS

615%
The percentage by
which Samos camp is
overcapacity

13,850
Number of arrivals onto
the Aegean Islands
since January 2019

Men
42%

Women
22%

Boys
22%

Girls
14%

Demographic breakdown of
populations on the Aegean Islands.

Despite transfers over winter that reduced the population of asylum
seekers stuck on the Greek islands, the approach of summer has seen
numbers rise on Chios from 1,400 to 2,160, an increase of 150%. On
Samos, overcrowding has continued, and at present around 4,000
asylum seekers are on the island, 615% over the camp's capacity.

EVERY REFUGEE, WHEN
THEY ARRIVED HERE,
WAS HAPPY. BUT WHEN
THEY SEE THE CAMP,
THEY CAN'T BELIEVE
THEY HAVE TO LIVE
THERE.
Forutan, volunteer teacher and
asylum-seeker residing on Samos
Island, Greece.
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SITUATION IN ATHENS
Two waves of evictions from the UNCHR

ESTIA accommodation program and the

termination of some cash card services have

left many refugees vulnerable and without

financial support or accommodation. 

 

Athens’ Police violently closed squats in the

city between March and June 2019, evicting

residents, registering them and transporting

them to camps. City Plaza, Athens’ largest

most well known refugee squat is set to close

its doors to residents in early July. 

 

Combined, these evictions impact a

significant portion of the refugee community -

including our students - and have caused

severe hardship and distress, including

homelessness. 

 

During the summer months, the city is hot,

humid and dirty. Schools have closed for the

summer. At the Katehaki and Piraeus Asylum

offices, lines can be thousands long and we

hear: ‘My interview was delayed...2021.’ 

 

The wait stretches on...

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

There is a range of valuable sources to

stay better informed about the ongoing

situations across Greece. 

 

GrassRoots - a new humanitarian

magazine by Action for Education

www. actionforeducation.co.uk/grassroots

 

Are You Syrious? - a daily news digest

for volunteers and refugees

www.medium.com/@AreYouSyrious

 

Aegean Boat Report - daily updates

on arrivals into Greece by sea

Facebook: Aegean Boat Report

 

UNHCR - stats and reports related to

Mediterranean migration

Google: UNHCR Mediterranean

 

Chios Voices - Action for Education's

student creative platform

www.chiosvoices.com

667
Number of asylum
seeking dead and missing in
the Mediterranean
since January 2019

Afghanistan
35%

Other
19%

Syria
15%

DRC
12%

Iraq
10%

Palestine
9%

Demographic breakdown by nationality:
arrivals to Aegean islands since January 2019.

“I CAME HERE HOPING TO FIND SAFETY,
TO MAKE A LIFE HERE. BUT I CAN’T
MAKE ANY LIFE HERE WHILE I’M STUCK
IN THIS CAMP. I FEEL CRUSHED. I CRY A
LOT TO MYSELF.”

Zainab, an asylum-seeker on Samos, quoted
in The Nation, April 23rd 2019.



The many arrivals of the last month have significantly increased the number of

people within our target population in Vial Camp. Consequently running at full

capacity, in the last three months participants visited our centre 2548 times. Every

day, despite the number of people fasting during this holy month, we have

guaranteed our participants nutritious meals, and over Ramadan, packed meals to

take away and eat after sunset.

 

With the increasingly hot weather and water shortages in the camp, our centre has

also been an important safe space for students to cool down, hydrate and wash.

Due to increasing demand, we frequently run trips and projects at a local beach,

where participants find a refreshing environment out of the hardship and heat felt

in the camp.

An update from our projects
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AN EDUCATION SERVICE MEETING BASIC NEEDS

Addressing the needs of children and youth aged 14 to 22, our projects have been very
busy over the months of April, May and June. The provision of a free space that we
want our participants to feel ownership over, with a routine and freedom for creativity,
is even more needed in times when the camp conditions are worsening.

REFUGEE EDUCATION CHIOS

Each month, we decide on a monthly topic with our

participants, giving a general theme to our projects

discussions. In April, we took “Greece” as our topic, an

opportunity to teach participants more about the country they

are residing in. We organised trips to the local archeology

museum, learned about Greek mythology and painted pots.

Students also learned how to prepare traditional Greek dishes

such as baklava. 

 

In May, we tackled the environment, pollution and recycling,

engaging in group litter picking and up-cycling waste to make

art.  In June, we explored Sport and Health. Students had the

occasion to learn about health and nutrition, participate in

mini Olympic Games and make fresh fruit juices.

 

Throughout the past three months, our students have thus

been able to learn about a diversity of topics, often sparking

new interests, and express their creativity and talent on the

field, in the kitchen and on the canvas.

TOPICS OF THE MONTH



One highlight from the last quarter on Chios

was our PAL Youth Leadership Course. Run for

those wishing to take on leadership and

mentorship roles in our Centre, the course

builds youth leadership skills.

 

The 4-week course comprised various trainings,

both theoretical and practical, that covered

Principles of Leadership, Child Protection,

Conflict Resolution and other topics. 17

participants applied for the course and 15

completed it. Each group in the Youth Centre

now has active PALs supporting the volunteers.
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Since then, the PALs have been running

projects, such as teaching chess, art, gym and

ping pong and encouraging disengaged

participants to join in with creative projects by

being approachable and empathetic. 

 

The participants in the Youth Centre see the

PALs as positive role models and many have

expressed interest in joining the course next

time from what they have seen. As a team we

are happy and proud that our Youth Centre is

being led by youth and the community have a

part to play in the running of the centre.

After months of planning, this June we re-launched a common non formal education program with

our Greek partner METAdrasi. This service is now dedicated exclusively to 15 to 18 year olds, filling a

major gap in education provision for teenagers. The facilities have a capacity for around 100 students

to be enrolled, which allows us to reach most of our target population residing in Vial camp.

 

We have divided our students into two groups, who each attend three four-hour afternoons. Each

school day comprises one hour of Greek delivered by METAdrasi teachers, two hours of English

delivered by Action for Education teachers, followed by one hour of an educational project such as

music, geography, science, art and many more. All language classes are split by level, so that all

students may make the most progress possible. Within this first month, we've already registered over

50 students, and given trends in new arrivals, this service will become central for this target

population.

 

Alongside our work in non-formal education, we are working on collaborating closer with the

Ministry of Education and our local partners in order to develop clearer pathways to accessing

formal education. Enabling and facilitating the access to formal education for minors on Chios has

always and will always be one of Action for Education’s first priority.

A NEW PARTNERSHIP & A NEW LEARNING CENTRE

EMPOWERMENT, REPRESENTATION & TRAINING



Language courses run at The Banana House

continue to attract high numbers of

participants. A chance to focus on English

and Greek, these classes are crucially a way to

bring communities together in a shared

space. 

 

Having evaluated our course structure, we’ve

now changed our model so that students

attend classes 5 days a week, Monday - Friday.

This regularity has not only improved the rate

of learning, but has strengthened ‘The

Banana House community.’
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THE BANANA HOUSE

Our projects on Samos have developed considerably over the past 3 months. Still in its early days,

we’ve constantly been challenged to adapt and improve our services in response to a changing

context and to our own learnings. We’ve expanded the type of services on offer, formed new

partnerships and worked with many more volunteers in order to have the maximum impact.

In partnership with The Pedagogical Institute

of Los Angeles, ‘The Nest’ continues to offer a

vital space for young children to be

immersed in a calm and safe environment.

 

Since opening in April, we have had over

1,520 visitors. Every child attending also

receives fresh fruit daily, supplementing poor

nutritional standards in the camp. Parents

meanwhile have the chance to spend time

with their children, or to attend language

courses run at the neighbouring women's

centre, run by Glocal Roots.

THE NEST

New education centres on Samos
SAMOS REFUGEE CENTRES



In early June, we opened ‘The Computer Lab’,

a collaborative project run with Glocal Roots.

With 15 computers, every morning the lab is a

female-only space, building computer literacy

through classes, and every afternoon the lab

becomes our internet cafe, offering the

chance to communicate with friends, learn

new subjects and relax.
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THE COMPUTER LAB

In a new development, we’ve recently started

providing English classes at the ‘We Are One’

women’s centre oppose ‘The Banana House’.

Women can attend daily, within the familiar,

supportive setting in which they feel

comfortable. All classes are run by female

volunteers.

WOMEN'S LANGUGE CLASSES

Building on our work with Unaccompanied

Children in Chios, we’ve opened a dedicated

afternoon for unaccompanied and

accompanied children living in the camp on

Samos. Offering access to our computer lab,

kitchen, showers and structuring the

afternoon with assemblies, projects and a

shared meal, this immensely popular

afternoon every Sunday is an open door on

the weekend, run by our welcoming team of

international and community volunteers.

MINORS YOUTH GROUP

Working in the community allows us to reach

more people and spread what positivity we

can. To mark the end of Ramadan, we hosted

a celebration in partnership with

Refugee4Refugees and Drop in the Ocean.

Creating a festival of games for children living

in the camp, complete with the traditional

gymkhana and sack races, ten-pin bowling,

limbo and coconut shy, we then organised an

open-air concert featuring guitar groups,

poetry recitation and live singers.

EID MUBARAK!



Thanks to support from Help Refugees, over the month of

Ramadan, we opened the doors to The Banana House on

Samos and to our Youth Centre on Chios for a series of special

evening events. 

 

Over the period of Ramadan, many of our participants fast

throughout the day, abstaining from food or drink. But around

8pm, once the sun sets, observers of this religious period

come together to break their fast at the ‘Iftar meal’.

 

On Chios, we prepared Iftar meals 3 times a week, and on

Samos 2 times a week, inviting all our students, as well as their

friends and family, to join us in marking this moment of the

day as part of a large community. 

 

Serving dates and yoghurt upon entry, the main course was a

rich and wholesome meal of rice, chicken and soup. On Chois,

a Pasty Chef from the refugee community prepared sweet

delicacies for dessert, and hot chai was served. Up to 200

guests came to each meal. 

 

The evenings were possible thanks also to the amazing

support and skills of our community volunteers, who prepared

these meals in our kitchens. In Chios, each Youth Centre

group took responsibility for different evenings, on Samos, our

chef teams showed off their skills. 

 

Together we cooked over 2000 meals. We welcomed people

from all religious backgrounds, and of all ages, to share in

these community evenings in our centres.
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Cooking for Iftar on Chios & Samos
THE RAMADAN FOOD PROJECT

“We are very happy, there are so

many people. We’re about 150

people, maybe more!” 

- Bader, chef

"We’re in another c
ountry, but

we celebrate
 this culture. For

refugees this is so necessary
."

- Mohammed, guest

"The people are from everyone,

whatever religion. It’s amazing to

feed people when they’re hungry,

especially during Ramadan.”

- Diallo, guest

A huge thank you to Help Refugees
for making these evenings happen!  
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Defying ‘the situation’, the Halcyon Days Project has been a-buzz with change this
Spring. We have developed and implemented a more holistic non-formal education
program through a course-based model with integrated workshops. 
 

Students progress through a series of levels in their language classes, which they attend three

times a week. These levels are based on a curriculum that focuses on developing literacy and

study skills, providing students with the tools they need to function in the information age,

where literacy - and particularly digital literacy - are taken for granted. 

 

The curriculum further integrates a topic based approach to language learning, so students

develop vocabulary and communication skills in the areas most crucial to their lives here, such

as medical vocabulary, reporting incidents to authorities, expressing their needs and

advocating for their rights.

An update from Athens
THE HALCYON DAYS CENTRE 
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We would like to thank our

partners Action for Women for

their collaboration, their

tireless  work for women’s

rights, and for offering legal

and psychological support.

THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS

These structured language courses are

supplemented and enriched by an integrated

portfolio of workshops, specially crafted to

empower and enable participants to take an active

role in facilitating peer-to-peer education. Since

the contents depends on our volunteers and

participants’ skill base, these workshops have been

many and diverse. Participants researched,

developed and produced podcasts, embracing a

powerful digital media tool to raise their voices and

express their protests and their hopes.

 

Advanced English students have been developing

their writing skills, honing the craft of sending their

message through fiction. In the sewing workshops,

participants have taken full charge, teaching

students and volunteers to make everything from

pants to scarves. 

 

Talented artists have emerged from bi-weekly art

sessions, making use of different materials in the

space, which are fast running out. They exhibited

intense and moving artwork - on wood, canvas,

card; using watercolours, acrylics and ink - for their

end of term gallery. 

 

In Thursday and Saturday yoga sessions, students

take a breath and gather strength, centre

themselves, and continue to move forward against

the odds.

WORKSHOPS
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Efforts in solidarity with refugee education
FUNDRAISING SPOTLIGHT

€588 RAISED!

From 30th April, former volunteer and fundraising activist,

Mariusz, embarked on a 'Walk for Education' marathon,

challenging himself to walk 10 miles (16 km) a day until he'd

raised €500 in support our AFE's projects in Greece. Over the

course of 80 miles, he achieved this fantastic feat. Thank you

Mariusz!

WALK FOR EDUCATION, SCOTLAND

£600 RAISED!

On World Refugee Day, AFE organised a Take Action 'After-

Party' in the centre of London. An evening of celebration, it

brought together activists, artists and performers, featuring

exhibitions, live music, stand-up comedy and situation

reports from the Aegean Islands in Greece.

TAKE ACTION 'AFTER-PARTY, LONDON

$1,05
0 RAISED

!

To mark World Refugee Day, Amanda Allquist organised a

'Slice for Education' event with her friend Sarah, bringing

together friends, family and locals for an evening of

awareness raising, talks and discussions about getting

involved in supporting refugees! Thanks Amanda for raising 

a phenomenal $1,050!

SLICE FOR EDUCATION, USA



On Chios, we’ve registered 165 new participants

over the past quarter. Across April, May and June,

an average of 145 unique participants attended

sessions at the Youth Centre resulting in just over

2,500 visits in total. 18% of participants were

women and girls, somewhat below the island’s

gender split, where 30% are women. The average

age of participants is 19, with representation from

over 12 countries.

 

In our kitchens on Chios and Samos, we continue

to cook meals every day for participants. Including

the Iftar meals over Ramadan, we’ve produced

12,332 hot meals since April, with an average cost

per meal of 0.81 cents.

 

On Samos, a team of 25 community volunteers

and 10 international volunteers has delivered over

2,000 hours of education. The average cost per

beneficiary for a month is just over €10, with most

receiving over 40 hours of classes and 100 hours of

centre time.

 

In work hours, our team of 50+ volunteers have

freely contributed the equivalent of €270,000

worth of labour (based on an hourly wage of €10).

Working with such strong volunteer teams enables

us to keep our operating costs low, whilst

maintaining a high standard in project delivery.

We’ve reached new demographics this quarter through new programmes now open
such as our Minor’s groups, Women’s only classes and the children in The Nest. This has
expanded the total reach of our programmes by an additional 250 people.
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visits to our centres in 

Chios, Samos & Athens

(April - June 2019) 

14,500

Average cost per hot meal

(April - June 2019) 

€0.81

extra spaces created for

beneficiaries in our projects

(April - June 2019)

250+

Quantitive Analysis of our work
IN NUMBERS

SUPPORT OUR WORK?

www.actionforeducation.co.uk/donate
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QUARTERLY OVERVIEW OF SPENDING
FINANCES

We pride ourselves on ensuring every euro goes as far as possible. As such, our budget
lines are tight, focusing on covering core programme costs and eliminating overheads
as far as possible. Just 1% of donations are spent on administration.

Programme Costs
99%

Administration
1%

AFE EFFICACY

Over the past quarter, we received a total of

€48,309 in donations, 37% came from

individual private donors, with the remaining

63% from granting organisations and trusts. 

 

Major donors (April - June 2019):
Help Refugees (€13,750)

Be Aware and Share (€6,689) 

Lush Charity Pot UK (€5,493)

Captain Stefanos Kollakis Family (€2,700)

Donate4Refugees (€1893)

 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

INCOMING FUNDS PROJECT EXPENDITURE

Over the past quarter, we met our budget

lines in all 3 project locations, €14,604 was

spent on Samos projects, €7,223 on the

Halcyon Days project and €24,997 in Chios.  

 

 

Chios
57%

Samos
30%

Athens
13% Expenditure by location

(April - June  2019)

Across our projects, we spent 15% on infrastructure, including utilities & centre rent and 18%
on food costs for participants, cooking over 12,000 meals with an average meal cost of just

€0.81. We spent 4% on education costs, such as teaching materials and 24% on
transportation. Transportation remains one of our largest costs, primarily due to the continued

need for a school bus on Chios. We spent 38% on volunteer costs, comprising volunteer

insurance, rent and utilities for our 4 volunteer apartments, and covering moderate expenses for

8 long-term coordinators. 

EXPENDITURE BY THEME

The 2020 Finance Strategy

Our ambitious plan for the next two quarters is to achieve greater financial

stability in our work by ensuring 6 months in reserve funding for all our

projects. This will allow for greater focus in our day-to-day project work, aid

long-term strategy planning, and offer us greater flexibility in responding

rapidly to emerging issues.

 

To achieve this, our target for December 2019 is €148,000.  To discuss

supporting us in our 2020 Strategy, contact jacob@actionforeducation.co.uk.



As a 100% volunteer-run organisation, operating in 3 locations, we

can only achieve what we do with your help.
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A thank you to our partners & supporters
WE DON'T DO THIS ALONE

ACTION FOR WOMEN
Implementing Partner, Athens

PRISM THE GIFT FUND
AFE UK's Collective Fund Administrator

THE PEDAGOGICAL INSTITUTE
OF LOS ANGELES
Implementing Partner, Samos

HELP REFUGEES
Funding Partner

DONATE 4 REFUGEES
Funding Partner

BE AWARE AND SHARE
Funding Partner

BOOK AID
Education Partner

ONE STOP ENGLISH
Education Partner

INDIGO VOLUNTEERS
Recruitment Partner

METADRASI
Implementing Partner, Chios

ATTICA GROUP
Logisttics Partner 

ZOE EDUCATION TRUST
Funding Partner

VEREIN FAIR
Major Donor 

HUMANITY NOW
Funding Partner

GLOCAL ROOTS
Implementing Partner, Samos
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